smoke & talk
smoking cabins and air purifiers
SMOKE & TALK – CONVINCING QUALITY

Our proven solutions enable conflict-free co-existence of non-smokers and smokers without exposing non-smokers to the dangers of second-hand smoke and annoying tobacco odor.

asecos smoking cabins – highly efficient extraction and filtration of tobacco smoke

Behind the smoke & talk smoking cabins is a proven system for capturing smoke: tobacco smoke is completely captured and extracted instantly through the finely perforated ceiling by the quiet but powerful exhaust air unit. The fresh air curtain in the entrance area holds the cigarette smoke back, allowing an open and friendly cabin design. The ashtray modules of the DESIGN LINE smoking cabins are connected to the extraction system so that accumulated cigarette smoke cannot escape again from the ashtrays. Tobacco smoke is thus captured directly where it’s generated. The self-extinguishing ashtray modules prevent fire hazards effectively.

A 5-step filter system reliably retains the pollutants. The filtered, clean air is returned to the environment. A positive side effect is that the air quality in the entire room is improved.

Of course, our smoking cabins are tested and certified according to the requirements for the testing and certification of systems for the protection of non-smokers, GS-IFI-M14, edition 05/2011. This means: guaranteed smokefree air!

With the use of an I.F.I. tested smoking cabin § 5 of the Workplaces Ordinance (non-smoker protection) is complied within a legally safe manner.

asecos air purifiers – technical refinements

The asecos air purifiers have a five-stage filter system with coarse filter, fine filter, HEPA filter, active carbon and formaldehyde trap. Filter stages 1 to 3 extract all particulate pollutants from the air. Stage 4 filters all gaseous pollutants and odorous substances. Filter stage 5 eliminates finally harmful aldehydes. The polluted air is purified through the five filter stages of the XXL and AirOine air purifiers and blown back into the room as clean air.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

smoke & talk DESIGN LINE smoking cabins

The timeless, clear design and high quality does not only meet functional requirements. Whether it’s for a company, hotel, restaurant, conference room, entrance area or canteen – the DESIGN LINE blends harmoniously into any environment.

• Four different cabin sizes provide space for 4, 6, 8 or 12 individuals.
• Various equipment options and decor variations allow the quick and simple integration into existing building structures.
• The DESIGN LINE XXL smoking cabins are perfect for highly frequented areas.

smoke & talk ECONOMY LINE smoking cabins

Particularly economical non-smoker protection directly at the workplace.
Suitable for production or logistics areas.

• Four different cabin sizes provide space for 4, 6, 8 or 12 individuals.
• Choose from various accessories such as ashtray systems, self-extinguishing ashtrays, shelves and tables.

smoke & talk INDIVIDUAL LINE smoking cabins

Intelligent solutions for individual requirements – development according to customer needs.
Smoking cabins in public bodies and areas that need to meet special requirements.

• The fire-load neutral variant is ideal for equipping sensitive areas that need special fire-safety measures.
• The barrier-free smoke & talk implementation enables unhindered access to the smoking cabin.
• Exhaust air cabin with integrated exhaust connections.

smoke & talk HORECA LINE smoking cabins

Smoking cabins for catering, cultural and leisure facilities.
Particularly suitable for the installation in restaurants, cafés, cultural and recreational facilities, arcades, discos and casinos.

• Four different cabin sizes provide space for 4, 6, 8 or 12 individuals. Also available with glass fronts with integrated glass doors.
• Various equipment options and decor variations allow the quick and simple integration into existing building structures.
smoke & talk **EVENT LINE** smoking cabins

The mobile alternative for classic smoking spaces with proven smoke & talk technology. Suitable for events, trade fairs, corporate events, concerts as well as various events with large traffic of people.

- Simple and quick installation.
- High flexibility in choosing the installation site and commissioning via standard electrical socket suffices.

smoke & talk **OUTDOOR LINE** smoking cabins

Smoking cabins for outdoor areas - we won’t leave you out in the rain.

The cabins provide protection in all weather conditions and allow a clean environment thanks to targeted disposal options for cigarette butts.

- Three different cabin sizes provide space for up to 7, 12 or 17 individuals.
- High flexibility in choosing the installation site – ready for use delivery optionally available.
- A wide range of optional accessories allow individual design: solar lights, ceiling lights (LED lights), seating benches, etc.

Air purifiers XXL, AirOne and accessories for indoor areas

Air purifiers and accessories for indoor areas - a new quality for room air. Create pleasant working and living environments.

The air purifiers XXL and AirOne are plug-in solutions and can be set up variably.

- Air purifier XXL/AirOne Type B – for removing pollutants and pathogens from the room air.
- Air purifier XXL/AirOne Type S – for removing tobacco smoke and unpleasant smell from the room air in smoking areas.

Service & maintenance

Our smoking cabins and air purifiers need to be inspected regularly to guarantee an efficient and reliable operation. We maintain the smoke & talk products with a sophisticated service concept, so that the products offer the highest quality over many years.

For further information on our products and our service concept see www.smokeandtalk.com.
Your benefits at a glance:

- smoke & talk smoking cabins extract tobacco smoke and pollutants safely, guarantee clean room air and unite smokers and non-smokers harmoniously.
- Comprehensive service concept – from planning to delivery, commissioning, service and intensive cleaning of your smoking cabin.
- Model sizes and variants to suit needs – from the 4-person cabin to the XXL high-capacity solution.
- “Quality products, made in Germany” – outstanding quality of workmanship, tested and certified to GS-IFI-M14.
- Transparent procurement and running costs.
- Easy to integrate into existing building structures – no structural modifications necessary.

Make no compromises when it comes to your safety... Place your trust in our expertise!

Since our foundation in 1994 we are dedicated to the successful research and development of product solutions for the safe extraction and storage of hazardous materials.

Our products are technically mature and proven a thousand times: In the development of the high-performance system for capturing and filtering tobacco smoke, the asecos experts have transmitted their many years of expertise into the field of hazardous substance capture. All smoking cabins and air purifiers provide Made in Germany quality and are produced at our Gründau site in Hesse / Germany.
Are you interested in our smoking cabins or air purifiers and would you like further information? Contact our air purity experts for a comprehensive consultation at info@asecos.com. We’ll be glad to help you!